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The purpose of this modification is to: (1) revise the Project Officer and Alternates, and (2)
incorporate Attachment J.2 "Custodial Quality Requirements and Standards, of the solicitation,
vwhich was inadvertently omitted from the contract award. Accordingly, uthe contract is modified
as follows:

1. Under Section G.1, Project Officer Authority, paragraph (a) is revised as follows:

"(a) The Contracting Officers authorized representative hereinafter referred to as
the Project Officer for this contract is:

Name: Arnold Deville

Address: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Division of Facilities and Security
M/S T-7D24
Washington, DC 20555

Telephone Number 301-415-3430

ALTERNATE PROJECT OFFICER'S: Joanna Lilley, Telephone Number 301-415-6743
Nancy Turner Boyd, Telephone Number. 301-415-6645
Steven Griffin, Telephone Number 301-415-6686"

2. Under Section J, List of Attachments, the attached "Custodial Quality Requirements
and Standards' which was Attachment J.2 in the solicitation is hereby incorporated as
Attachment J.2 to the contract. Attachment J.2 of the contract "NRC Form 187 Security
Requirements" is changed to Attachment J.6 of the contract.

All other terms and conditions of the subject contract remain unchanged.

A summary of obligations from the award date through the date of this modification is as
follows:

FY 05 Obligations: $1,208,529.20
Cumulative Obligations: $1,208,529.20
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Attachment J.2

CUSTODIAL QUALITY REQUIREMENTS AND STANDARDS

Method of Inspection that will be used for the Custodial Quality Requirements and
Standards:

All work shall be subject to FIXIT/CLEANITs, Emails, or QA inspections.

1. PHASE-IN PHASE-OUT - Section C.2.1

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall perform requirements as specified in the PIPp Section C.2.1 of
the contract.

Performance Standards
The Contractor completes an orderly, incident-free transition and takes over full
responsibility for contract requirements on the scheduled takeover date (12101/04).

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance
The Contractor's failure to provide all documentation required, perform successfully,
and complete the transition and takeover in an orderly manner shall result in the non-
payment of the full line item amount for this contract requirement.

2. RESTROOMS - Section C.2.2

The term restroom includes all restrooms in the White Flint North Complex to include
(but not limited to) mens and ladies restrooms on each floor, private restrooms,
showers, locker rooms, Child Development Center, TWFN Fitness Center, OWFN P1
Joggers Shower, OWFN Health Unit, TWFN Cafeteria, OWFN P3 Operations and
Maintenance (O&M) contractor's restroom, TWFN Operations Center, and custodial
utility sink rooms. The Contractor shall maintain restrooms in such a manner that
restrooms are in a clean condition daily. Cleaning (with the exception of porter service)
shall be performed between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. Monday through Friday and any
time on the weekends.

A. Floors
Performance Requirements
The contractor shall clean and sanitize floors.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, the Contractor shall ensure that
the floors, including the marble threshold, grout, baseboards, and comers shall
be clean, free of dirt, water streaks, stickiness, mop strands, string, gurp,
grease, tar, hair, paper and paper pieces, and other foreign matter andfpresent
an overall appearance of cleanliness, uniform luster, and odor free. Surfaces
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Attachment J.2

shall be dry. No areas skipped. There shall not be any dirt buildup in comers or
crevices. Walls, baseboards and other surfaces shall be free of splashings and
markings from the equipment.

B. Fixtureslwallsldoors cleaning

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean and sanitize all fixtures, including metal and chrome
surfaces, shelving, commode seats and leave in raised position, toilets, urinals,
washbasins, shower stalls, dispensers, mirrors, stall doors, stall partitions, stall
partition bases, entrance doors, door thresholds, window sills, window frames,
waste receptacles (trash and sanitary napkins), walls, horizontal surfaces and
vertical surfaces.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, the Contractor shall ensure
requirements listed above shall be clean and bright with no dust spots, soiled
surfaces, rust, smudges, marks, soil, mold, encrustation, excess moisture or
discoloration, free of dirt, water streaks, splashing, hair, paper and paper
pieces, and other foreign matter and present an overall appearance of
cleanliness and uniform luster and odor free. Surfaces shall be dry. No areas
skipped. Paper towels, toilet paper, soap, sanitary napkins/sanitary supplies,
and seat covers shall be replenished.

C. Empty Trash Receptacles and Paper Towel Dispensers

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall empty, clean, and sanitize trash receptacles and paper
towel dispensers, sanitary napkin receptacles, and provide plastic liners to keep
them clean and sanitary conditions. The Contractor shall ensure that the towel
dispensers are in a locked position.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, trash receptacles, paper towel
dispensers, sanitary napkin receptacles, shall be free of trash, stains, spots,
debris, smudges, dirt, dust, water stains, streaks, soil substances, residue, and
odor free. Plastic liners shall be replaced and shall not be tom, worm, or contain
residue.
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Attachment J.2

D. Wood Surfaces

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean all wood surfaces in all restrooms to include shower
benches, lockers, and paneling, particularly in the TWFN Fitness Center, OWFN
Joggers Shower's restrooms, and Child Development Center.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, the Contractor shall ensure that
all wood surfaces shall be free of obvious soil, dirt, dust, streaks, debris,
spillages, spots, or stains, and present an overall appearance of cleanliness and
uniform luster.

E. Supplies

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall fully stock restrooms with paper towels, toilet paper, soap,
sanitary napkins/sanitary supplies, seat covers, and liners for trash and sanitary
receptacles.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, the Contractor shall ensure that
the restrooms are fully stocked with paper towels, toilet paper, soap, sanitary
napkins/sanitary supplies, and seat covers, and liners placed in trash and
sanitary receptacles. The quality of the products shall meet Contract
requirements.

Throughout each workday, the Contractor shall ensure that the restrooms are
adequately stocked with paper towels, toilet paper, soap, sanitary
napkins/sanitary supplies, and seat covers, and liners placed in trash and
sanitary receptacles. The quality of the products shall meet Contract
requirements.

F. Showers

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean, sanitize and disinfect inside and outside of showers.
Showers, shower doors, mats, fixtures, and shower caddies, shall be cleaned.
The Contractor shall clean and sanitize shower mats located inside the shower
stalls and outside in the shower facility. Body soap shall be replenished in all
shower stalls.
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Attachment J.2

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, showers, shower doors, mats,
and fixtures shall be free of soap buildup, mildew, dirt, grime, germ free, odor
free, debris, smudges, soil substances, or streaks. The Contractor shall ensure
that the shower stalls are fully stocked with body soap and empty bottles
removed.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for Restrooms
A. A restroom shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA

inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see examples below), then
a deduction shall be assessed for the entire restroom. A deduction in
the amount of $30.00 for each day shall be taken for deficiencies per
restroom.

OR
B. A restroom shall be considered deficient if a FIXIT/CLEANIT, Email, or

QA inspection reveals two deficiencies (see examples below) per
restroom from the above standards. If the Contractor corrects the two
deficiencies within one hour of notification (or alternate schedule
approved by the PO), no deductions and liquidated damages shall be
taken for the first two deficiencies per restroom. If more than two
deficiencies per restroom are found or if the contractor fails to correct the
two deficiencies within one hour (or alternate schedule approved by the
PO), then a contract price deduction and liquidated damages shall be
taken as set forth below. The exception to the one hour are those
abatements to deficiencies which are disruptive to building occupants.
These exceptions shall be corrected after 6:00 p.m. the same day. The
Contractor shall obtain PO approval for any exceptions. A deduction in
the amount of $30.00 for each day shall be taken for deficiencies per
restroom.

Liquidated Damages for Unsatisfactory Performance for Restrooms
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health,
safety, and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $15.00 per restroom.

Maior Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies for each restroom. Each item
counts as a major deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire restroom
being deficient
* Entire floor dirty.
e Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be

considered a major deficiency.
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Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for each
restroom. Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the
number of deficiencies per restroom for deductions.
* Baseboard dirty.
* Ail wood surfaces were not cleaned.
* Floor around stall partition dirty.
* Floor under sink counter dirty.
a Floor under toilet bowl dirty.
* Sink dirty.
* Toilet dirty.
* Urinal dirty.
* Toilet fixture dirty.
* Door threshold dirty.
* Door dirty.
* Stall door dirty.
* Trash receptacle not emptied.
* Sanitary napkin trash receptacle not emptied.
e Wood panel not cleaned.
* Wood surface not cleaned.
* Shower stall dirty.
* Shower mat dirty.
* ~No body soap in a shower stall soap dispensers.
* No soap in sink soap dispensers.
* Walls dirty.
* Paper towel dispenser empty.
* Toilet paper roll empty.
* Seat cover dispenser empty.
* Sanitary napkins/sanitary supplies empty.
* Each item in each stall counts as a single deficiency.

3. PORTER SERVICE - Section C.2.2

The term porter service includes all restrooms, conference room cleanups, and trash
removal, as required.

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall perform porter service in all the restrooms in the White Flint North
Complex. The Contractor shall perform conference room cleanups and trash removal,
as required. Conference room cleanups and trash removal service are not scheduled
daily but as requested through a FIXIT /CLEANIT, Email from the PO, or QA inspection.

I . .
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Performance Standards
The Contractor shall ensure that porter service is performed continuously rotating each
day in the mens and ladies restrooms. The Contractor shall ensure that male
employees service mens restrooms and female employees service ladies restrooms.
The Contractor shall ensure that this service is performed continuously throughout the
day, with at least one service being performed between 9:00 a.m. - I 1:00 a.m. and one
service being performed between 1:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m.. The Contractor shall
maintain restrooms in such a manner that restrooms are in a clean condition and fully
supplied. Porter service shall be performed during the daytime hours of 6:00 a.m. -
6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.

The Contractor shall ensure that porter service is provided for conference
roomlauditorium/hearing room/exhibit arealatrium cleanups and trash removal
throughout the White Flint North Complex are performed as required during each day.
The Contractor shall ensure that trash removal services are provided, as required.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for Porter Service
A. Porter Service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA

inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see examples below), then a
deduction shall be assessed for the entire porter service for a restroom,
conference room, or other area for trash removal service. A deduction in the
amount of $25.00 for each day shall be taken for deficiencies per restroom,
conference room, or other area for trash removal service.

OR
B. Porter Service shall be considered deficient if a FIXIT/CLEANIT, Email, or QA

inspection reveals one deficiency (see examples below) per restroom,
conference room, or other area for trash/recycling service, from the above
standards. If the Contractor corrects the one deficiency within one hour of
notification (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), no deductions and
liquidated damages shall be taken for the one deficiency per restroom,
conference room, or other area for trash/recycling service. If more than one
deficiency per restroom, conference room, or other area for trash/recycling
service, is found or if the contractor fails to correct the one deficiency within one
hour (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), then a contract price
deduction and liquidated damages shall be taken as set forth below. The
exception to the one hour are those abatements to deficiencies which are
disruptive to building occupants. These exceptions shall be corrected after
6:00 p.m. the same day. The Contractor shall obtain PO approval for any
exceptions. A deduction in the amount of $25.00 for each day shall be taken for
deficiencies per restroom, conference room, or other area for trash removal
service.
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Liquidated Damages for Unsatisfactory Performance for Porter Service
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health,
safety, and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $12.50 per restroom,
conference room, or other area for trash removal service.

Major Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies for porter service. Each item
counts as a major deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire porter
service for a restroom, conference room, or other area for trash removal service
being deficient.
e One restroom not serviced.
* One conference room not serviced.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be

considered a major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for
porter service. Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate
the number of deficiencies per restroom, conference room, or other area for
trash/recycling service being deficient.
* Floor spill not cleaned up.
e Sink not serviced.
* Toilet dirty.
* Urinal dirty.
* Trash receptacle not emptied.
* Sanitary napkin trash receptacle not emptied.
& Shower stall dirty.
* Shower mat dirty.
* No soap in a shower stall.
* No soap in sink.
* Paper towel dispenser empty.
* Toilet paper roll empty.
* Seat cover dispenser empty.
* Sanitary napkins/sanitary supplies empty.
* Trash not removed.

Each item in each stall counts as a single deficiency.

4. ROOM CLEANING - Section C.2.2

The term room cleaning includes areas in the White Flint North Complex, including (but
not limited to) offices, main entrances, main lobbies, main corridors, secondary
entrances, secondary lobbies, secondary corridors, elevators, copy rooms, the Link,
Child Development Center, OWFN Cafe (serving and eating areas - does not include
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back room kitchen), TWFN Cafeteria (eating area), OWFN Health Unit, TWFN Fitness
Center, OWFN P1 Link Shower facility, vending rooms, employee lounges, coffee
stations, kitchens and private kitchens (except for OWFN Cafe and TWFN Cafeteria),
loading docks, loading dock platforms, guard booths, parking booths, storage spaces,
OWFN P3 O&M contractor space, and any other areas in the White Flint North
Complex, unless specifically identified elsewhere in this contract).

A. Glass Cleaning

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean both sides of interior glass doors and partitions, and
clean both sides of entrance door glass and glass surrounding entrance doors
within reach.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, the Contractor shall ensure that
glass is clean and free of dirt, dust, streaks, watermarks, spots, grime, and not
be cloudy.

B. Wood Surfaces

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean wood surfaces to include doors and adjacent
surfaces, tables, furniture, panels, desktops, legs, partition frames, shelves and
surfaces, and wainscoting.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, the Contractor shall ensure that
wood surfaces, comers, crevices, molding, and ledges are free of dust, soil -
substances, dirt, debris, spillages, spots, stains, or streaks and that there shall
be no oils, spots, or smudges on dusted surfaces.

C. CarpetlFloor/Wall Surfaces

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean carpet areas and spot clean floor, thresholds, and
walls. Wall surfaces include wood and stone wainscoting.

NOTE: For the purpose of this contract, whenever the term carpet or carpeting
is used, it is intended to include wall to wall carpeting, room size rugs, area rugs,
and mats. Also, spot cleaning shall be done in accordance with the carpet
manufacturers recommended procedures. I
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Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, carpet/floor/wall surfaces shall be
free of obvious soil, substances, dust, dirt, string, gum, grease, tar, hair, debris,
streaks, mop strands, shoe scuffs, paper and paper pieces, spillages, spots,
stains, smudges, marks, and no skipped areas; method used shall not cause
unsightly discoloration. T he finished areas shall have a uniform luster. Grout to
be free of dirt. Baseboards and comers shall be clean and surfaces shall be
dry. The finished floor shall have a uniform luster. No areas skipped. There
shall not be any dirt buildup in corners or crevices. Walls, baseboards and
other surfaces shall be free of splashes and markings from any equipment.

D. Dusting

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall dust sides, tops, and bottom surfaces of furniture and
panels.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, there shall be no obvious dirt,
dust, or streaks on sides, tops and bottom surfaces. Comers, crevices,
moldings, and ledges shall be free of dust. There shall be no oils, spots or
smudges on surfaces.

NOTE: In dusting of horizontal spaces, working papers shall not be disturbed.
However, desk-type items shall be lifted and dust removed from the surrounding
areas.

E. Ash Receptacles

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean ash receptacles and dispose of waste.

Performance Standards.
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, ash receptacles shall be clean
and free of cigarette butts, dust, ashes, tar streaks, nicotine stains, matches,
and other discarded material.

F. Drinking Fountains

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean drinking fountains throughout the White Flint North
Complex.
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Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, drinking fountains shall be clean
and bright, free of dust, spots, bubblers, stains, streaks, water spots, and
encrustation. Drinking fountains shall be kept clean of trash, ink, and coffee
grounds, and any other debris.

G. Hard and Resilient Flooring

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall mop and spray buff hard and resilient flooring and
thresholds. In the copy rooms, area to be cleaned includes floor area under
copy machines, under tables, under copy paper and any other item that needs
to be moved so that the entire floor is cleaned.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, floors shall be clean and free of
old sealants, finishes, streaks, mop strand marks, shoe scuffs or any scuff
marks, dust, grime, gum, soil substances, or other foreign matter and have no
powdery residue and skipped areas. Walls baseboards, and other surfaces
shall be free of splashings and markings from the equipment. The finished area
shall have a finished uniform luster without unsightly finish buildup. No dirt shall
accumulate in comers or near baseboards, behind doors or under furniture.
The sealing and finish shall be evenly applied with a uniform luster and adhere
to flooring.

H. Walls, Doors, Sills, and Frames

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean walls, entrance doors and sills, window sills, window
.frames, doors (interior and exterior) and door tracks and interior walls in elevator
cars.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, vertical and horizontal surfaces,
door tracks, doors and frames, corners, and crevices, shall be clean and free of
dirt, dust, paper and paper pieces, spillages, spots, trash, finger marks,
smudges, soil substances, stains, debris, streaks, and present an overall
appearance of cleanliness.
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Mats

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean floor mats and during inclement weather, lay out floor
mats provided by the NRC in entrance ways and lobbies. Remove, clean, and
store mats when no longer required.

Performance Standards
By 6:00 a.m. workdays, mats shall be clean and free of dirt, grime, stains, and
moisture, and in place

J. Doorknobs, Push Bars, Push Plates, Kick Plates, Railings,
Elevator Lobbies Window Braces, Woodwork - Metal, Wood,
and Chrome Polishing

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean and polish doorknobs, door thresholds, push bars,
push plates, kick plates, railings, and other surfaces; clean and polish handrails,
doors, sliding door framing, OWFN elevator lobbies window braces, and other
surfaces. Surfaces to be polished are metal wood, and polishing.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, surfaces shall be free of oil,
grease, dirt, grime, smears, stains, and finger marks. They shall be clean, bright
and polished to a uniform luster.

K. Passenger Elevators

Perform.ance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean carpet, doors (interior and exterior), door tracks, door
frames, interior walls, in the evening'

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, elevator shall be clean and free
of dirt, dust, paper and paper pieces, other debris, spillages, spots, trash, finger
marks, smudges, soil substances, stains, streaks, and present an overall
appearance of cleanliness.

L. Public Telephones

P~rformance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean and disinfect public telephones.
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Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, telephone surfaces shall be free
of dirt, steaks, spots, and sanitized.

M. Microwaves, Refrigerators and Refrigerator/Freezers, Ranges,
Cabinets, Counter tops -- Pertains to Private Kitchens, Child
Development Center, Lounges, Vending Rooms, Coffee
Stations, Auditorium Kitchen, Executive Dining Suite, Hearing
Rooms, Operations Center, and Refrigerator Rooms

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean the inside and outside of microwaves,
refrigerators, refrigerator/freezers, ranges, ovens, stoves, cabinets and
counter tops in the Commission Suites, Auditorium Kitchen,
Commission Hearing Room and the Executive Dining Suite. The
Contractor shall clean the outside of microwaves,
refrigerators/freezers, cabinets, ranges, exterior surface area of counter
tops, and the inside and outside of cabinets in all areas.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, microwaves,
refrigerator/freezers, ranges, ovens, stoves, cabinets, and counter tops
shall be free of dirt, dust, water stains, spots, streaks, soil substances,
smudges, and food particles.

N. Trash Cans

Performance Requirements
Trash cans shall be emptied, cleaned, and fresh liners placed in cans daily.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, trash cans and waste
receptacles shall be emptied, germ free, odor free, and no debris, dirt,
smudges, soil substances, splashings, or streaks shall be on the surfaces of the
trash cans. A plastic liner shall be inserted in each can.

0. Supplies

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall fully stock vending rooms, coffee stations, and lounges
where applicable, with paper towels and soap.
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Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, the Contractor shall ensure that
the vending rooms, coffee stations, and lounges are fully stocked with paper
towels and soap. The quality of the products shall meet Contract requirements.

Throughout each workday, the Contractor shall ensure that these rooms are
fully stocked with paper towels and soap. The quality of the products shall meet
Contract requirements.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for Room Cleaning
A. A room shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA

inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see examples below), then
a deduction shall be assessed for the entire floor. A deduction in the
amount of $112.00 for each day shall be taken for deficiencies per floor.

OR
B. Room cleaning shall be considered deficient if a QA inspection reveals

three (3) deficiencies (see examples below) per floor from the above
standards. If the Contractor corrects the deficiencies within one hour of
notification (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), no deductions
and liquidated damages shall be taken for the first 3 deficiencies per
floor. If more than 3 deficiencies per floor are found or if the contractor
fails to correct the 3 deficiencies within one hour (or alternate schedule
approved by the PO), then a contract price deduction and liquidated
damages shall be taken as set forth below. The exception to the one
hour time frame are those abatements to deficiencies which are
disruptive to building occupants. These exceptions shall be corrected
after 6:00 p.m. the same day. The Contractor shall obtain PO approval
for any exceptions. A deduction in the amount of $112.00 for each day
shall be taken for deficiencies per floor.

Liquidated Damages for Unsatisfactory Performance for Room Cleanina
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health,
safety, and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $56.00 per floor.

Major Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies for each floor. Each item
counts as a major deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire floor
being deficient.
* One-half of the floor not vacuumed (e.g., TWFN 71h floor).
* One corridor trash not emptied (e.g., UCU corridor)..
* All elevators in one building not cleaned.
* Supplies not replenished on the entire floor.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be

considered a major deficiency.
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Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for each
floor. Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the
number of deficiencies for deductions.
* Door glass not cleaned.
* Wood surface not cleaned.
* Carpet stain.
* Wall dirty.
* Scuffed floor.
* Floor dirty.
* Baseboard dirty.
* Dust on furniture.
* Dust on panels.
* Ash receptacle dirty.
* Drinking fountain has spots.
* Floor dirty.
* Door not cleaned.
* Door threshold not cleaned.
* Door frame dirty.
* Floor mat not layed out during inclement weather.
* Mat not clean.
* Doorknob dirty.
* Window Brace dirty.
* Railing dirty.
* Chrome dirty.
* Elevator track dirty.
* Elevator door has prints.
* Elevator carpet stain or dirty.
* - Elevator inside of car wall dirty.
* Public telephone dirty.
* Microwave, refrigerator or range not clean.
* Cabinet not clean.
* Countertop not clean.
* Trash can not emptied.
* Trash can missing liner.
* Trash can not sanitized.
* Paper towels missing from a room.
* Soap missing from a room.

5. HARD AND RESILIENT FLOORING - Section C.2.2

el Stripping - Note: The following shall be performed by January 15, and shall
be performed quarterly thereafter (by April 15; July 1i, and October 15) for the
Base Year and if the Options Years are exercised, shall be performed by
January 15, April 15, July 15, and October 15 of the Option Years.
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Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall strip resilient and hard floors using manufacturers
recommended procedures.

Note: Dry stripping shall not be used within the White Flint North Complex.
Additional costs of stripping shall be provided by the contractor between this
quarterly frequency if the PO determines the performance standards are not
met.

Performance Standards
By January 15, the resilient and hard floors shall be free of sealants, finishes,
dirt, grime, gum, soil substances, or other foreign matter and have no powdery
residue. There shall be no buildup in comers or crevices. Walls, baseboards,
and other surfaces shall be free of finish residue and marks from the equipment.
Resilient floors shall be free of streaks, mop strand marks, and skipped areas.
Thereafter, stripping shall be performed by the dates noted above.

Sealing - Note: The following shall be performed by January 15, and shall be
performed quarterly thereafter (by April 15; July 15, and October 15) for the
Base Year and if the Options Years are exercised the following shall be
performed by January 15, April 15, July 15, and October 15 of the Option Years.

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall seal resilient and hard floors with two coats of a
penetrating sealer that fills the pores of the matrix and becomes a bonded
integral part of the hard floor. Seal resilient and hard floors using
manufacturer's recommended procedures.

Performance Standards
By January 15, the resilient and hard floors shall be evenly coated. Spots,
streaks, and stains shall be eliminated. There shall be no buildup in comers or
crevices. Walls, baseboards, and other surfaces shall be free of finish residue
and marks from the equipment. Resilient floors shall be free of streaks, mop
strand marks, and skipped areas. Sealant must adhere to the hard floor.
Thereafter, the sealing shall be performed by the dates noted above.

Finishing - Note: The following shall be performed by January 15, and shall
be performed quarterly thereafter (by April 15, July 15, and October 15) for the
Base Year and if the Options Years are exercised the following shall be
performed by January 15, April 15, July 15, and October 15 of the Option Years.

Performance Requirements
Apply four coats of finish to hard floors, using manufacturer's recommendations.
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Apply three coats of finish to resilient floors, using manufacturer's
recommendations.

Note: Additional coats of finish shall be provided by the Contractor between this
quarterly frequency if the PO determines the performance standards are not
met.

Performance Standards
By January 15, evenly apply the finish. Resilient and hard floors shall have a
uniform luster. Hard floors shall be free of soil substances, streaks, mop strand
marks, and missed spots. Walls, baseboards and other surfaces shall be free
of finish residue and marks from equipment. Thereafter, the sealing shall be
performed by the dates noted above.

NOTE: Dry stripping shall not be used within the White Flint North Complex.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for Stripping. Sealin,
and Finishing Hard and Resilient Flooring
A. A floor shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA

inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see examples below), then
a deduction shall be assessed for the entre floor. A deduction in the
amount of $1191.00 for first floor in OWFN and first floor in TWFN;
$596.00 for all other floors in the White Flint North Complex for each day
shall be taken for deficiencies per floor.

OR
B. Stripping, sealing and finishing shall be considered deficient if the

quarterly QA inspection reveals two deficiencies (see examples below) in
both buildings from the above standards. If the Contractor corrects the
deficiencies within 24 hours of notification (or alternate schedule
approved by the PO), no deductions and liquidated damages shall be
taken for the first two deficiencies. If more than two deficiencies are
found, or if the contractor fails to correct deficiencies for stripping,
sealing, and finishing services within 24 hours (or alternate schedule
approved by the PO), then a contract price deduction and liquidated
damages shall be taken as set forth below. A deduction in the amount
of $1191.00 for first floor in OWFN and first floor in TWFN; $596.00 for
all other floors in the White Flint North Complex for each day shall be
taken for deficiencies per floor.

Liquidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactorv Performance for
Stripping, Sealing, and Finishing Hard and Resilient Flooring
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health,
safety, and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $595.50 for first floor
in OWFN and first floor in TWFN; and an additional $298.00 for all other floors
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in the White Flint North Complex for each day shall be taken for deficiencies per
floor.

Malor Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies for each floor. Each item
counts as a major deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire floor
being deficient.
* Entire floor not stripped, sealed, and finished.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be

considered a major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for each
floor. Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the
number of deficiencies for deductions.
e Floor not stripped, or sealed, or finished.
* Contractor did not use the correct number of coats for sealing and

finishing.
* Schedule not met for this Basic Service.

6. STAIRWAYS - Section C.2.2

Performance Requirements
Stairway landings, steps, risers, railings, ledges, grilles, stand pipes, and doors shall be
free of free of dirt, dust, smudges, water streaks, mop marks, string, gum, grease, tar,
spots, paper and other loose foreign matter, and present an overall appearance of
cleanliness.

Perfornance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) each work day, the contractor shall dust, vacuum, spot
clean, wet mop, and scrub these performance areas which shall be free of dirt, dust,
smudges, marks, spots, paper and and other loose foreign matter, and present an
overall appearance of cleanliness. surfaces shall be dry.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for Stairways
A. A stairway shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA

inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see example below), then a
deduction shall be assessed for the entire stairway. A deduction in the amount
of $44.00 for each day shall be taken for deficiencies per stairway.

OR
B. A stairway shall be considered deficient if a FIXIT/CLEANIT, Email, or QA

inspection reveals three deficiencies (see examples below) per stairway from
the above standards. If the Contractor corrects the deficiencies within one hour
of notification (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), no deductions and
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liquidated damages shall be taken for the first three deficiencies in both
buildings. If more than three deficiencies are found or if the contractor fails to
correct deficiencies Within one hour (or alternate schedule approved by the PO),
then a contract price deduction and liquidated damages shall be taken as set
forth below. A deduction in the amount of $44.00 for each day shall be taken
for deficiencies per stairway.

Liquidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for
Stairways
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $22.00 taken per stairway.

Major Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies for each stairway. Each item counts
as a major deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire stairway being
deficient.
* One-half the stairway is dirty.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a

major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for each floor.
Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the number of
deficiencies for deductions.
* Stairway landings dirty.
* Stairway railings dirty.
* Debris on steps.

7. LOADING DOCK AREA (includes Plafforms and Docks) - Section C.2.2

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean the two loading dock areas from the driveway to the loading
docks.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, the floor, platform, and area around the
driveway to the loading dock shall be free of dirt, dust, smudges, marks, spots, paper
and other loose foreign matter, and present an overall appearance of cleanliness.
Surfaces shall be dry.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for Loading Dock Area
A. This cleaning service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or

QA inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (seelexamples below), then a
deduction shall be assessed for the entire loading dock. A deduction in the
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amount of $27.00 for each day shall be taken for deficiencies per loading dock
area.

OR
B. The cleaning service shall be considered deficient if a FIXIT/CLEANIT, Email, or

QA inspection reveals two deficiencies (see examples below) per loading dock
area from the above standards. If the Contractor corrects the deficiency within
one hour of notification (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), no
deductions and liquidated damages shall be taken for the two deficiencies for
the loading dock area. If more than the two deficiencies per loading dock area
are found or if the contractor fails to correct these deficiencies within the one
hour time (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), then a contract price
deduction and liquidated damages shall be taken. A deduction in the amount of
$27.00 for each day shall be taken for deficiencies per loading dock area.

Liquidated Damacles for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for Loading
Area
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $13.50 taken per loading dock
area.

Major Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies for each loading dock. Each item
counts as a major deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire loading dock
being deficient.
* Entire loading dock dirty.
* Loading dock inaccessible due to trash or debris.
* Debris throughout the loading dock driveway.
* Failure to respond to FIXITICLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a

major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for each
loading dock. Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the
number of deficiencies for deductions.
* Paper on floor
* Floor dirty.
* Walls dirty.
* Filled plastic garbage bag not placed in dumpster.
X Containers not orderly.
* Debris on driveway in front of loading dock.
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8. THE WHITE FLINT NORTH COMPLEX GARAGE TO INCLUDE RAMPS,
FLOOR, RAILINGS - Section.C.2.2

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall police garage levels daily in The White Flint North Complex and
TWFN to ensure the garage, ramps, floors, and railings, are free of paper,'debris,
trash, water, oil and grease spills, and other discarded materials; and ensure cleanup is
performed to ensure safety conditions in the garage. Quarterly cleaning to remove
normal buildup of dirt, oil, and grease to include sealing of the garage shall be
performed by January 15, April 15, July 15, and October 15 of each contract year.

Perfonnance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, garage areas shall be free of paper,
trash, other discarded materials, and foreign matter. The floor shall be free of standing
water and loose material such as paper, cans, bottles, and major spills of oil,
beverages, or other fluids. The normal buildup of dirt, oil, and grease shall be cleaned
quarterly by a thorough scrubbing or hydro lazing to present an overall appearance of
cleanliness. There shall be no water splashings on garage walls or railings and railings
are to be cleaned.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for Garage Cleaning
A. This cleaning service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or

QA inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see example below), then a
deduction shall be assessed for each garage level for each garage. A
deduction in the amount of $20.00 daily cleaning and $71.00 quarterly cleaning
shall be taken for deficiencies per garage level for each garage.

OR
B. This cleaning service shall be considered deficient if a FIXIT/CLEANIT, Email, or

QA inspection reveals three deficiencies (see examples below) from the above
standards. If the Contractor corrects the three deficiencies within one hour of
notification (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), no deductions and
liquidated damages shall be taken for the first three deficiencies. If more than
three deficiencies are found or if the contractor fails to correct the three
deficiencies within one hour (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), then a
contract price deduction and liquidated damages shall be taken as set forth
below. A deduction in the amount of $20.00 daily cleaning and $71.00 quarterly
cleaning shall be taken for deficiencies per garage level for each garage.

Liquidated Da manes for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for Garage
Cleaning
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $10.00 daily cleaning and $35.50
for quarterly cleaning shall be taken per garage level for ea~h garage.
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Major Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies for the garages. Each item counts as
a major deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire garage(s) being deficient.
* Debris throughout the garage.
* Oil and grease spills causing safety hazards.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a

major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for each
garage level. Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the
number of deficiencies for deductions.
Paper and debris in a section of the garage.
* Water puddle not cleaned up.
* Oil or grease spill.

9. POLICING GROUNDS - Section C.2.2

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall police grounds to include entrances, landings, steps, sidewalks,
plaza, walkways, parking areas, driveways, outside eating areas, courts, parking areas,
lawns, to ensure outside areas are free of debris.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (9:00 a.m.) of each workday, exterior ground areas shall be free of
water puddles, paper, trash, bottles, leaves, landscape debris, dirt, and plaza cracks,
and other discarded materials, and present an overall appearance of a neat clean
environment.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Perfonnance for Policing Grounds
A. This cleaning service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or

QA inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see examples below), then a
deduction shall be assessed for policing the grounds. A deduction in the
amount of $35.00 for each day shall be taken for deficiencies for policing
grounds.

OR
B. This cleaning service shall be considered deficient if a QA inspection reveals

two deficiencies (see examples below) from the above standards. If the
Contractor corrects the deficiencies within one hour of notification (or alternate
schedule approved by the PO), no deductions and liquidated damages shall be
taken for the first two deficiencies. If more than two deficiencies are found or if
the contractor fails to correct deficiencies within one hour (or alternate schedule

I approved by the PO), then a contract price deduction and liquidated damages
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shall be taken. A deduction in the amount of $35.00 for each day shall be taken
for deficiencies for policing grounds.

Liquidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for Policing
Grounds
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $17.50 taken for policing grounds.

Major Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies for policing the grounds. Each item
counts as a major deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire grounds
policing.
e Debris throughout the grounds.
* Debris causing unsafe conditions.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a

major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for policing
grounds. Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the number
of deficiencies for deductions.
* Paper and debris on grounds.
* Water pools on sidewalks.

10. BLINDS - Section C.2.2

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean window blinds (exterior and interior) and window framing
following the washing cycle.

Performance Standards
Within 15 days after the beginning of each six-month period, both sides of window blind
slats shall be free of dust, dirt, and water spots. The contractor shall be responsible for
any damaged blinds in cleaning. Any damaged blinds noted prior to cleaning shall be
reported to the PO.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for Blinds
A. Blind cleaning shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA

inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see examples below), then a
deduction shall be assessed par floor. A deduction in the amount of $773.00
for the semi-annual cost shall be taken for deficiencies per floor.

OR
B. Blind cleaning shall be considered deficient if a FIX1VICLEANIT, Email, or QA

inspection reveals five (5) deficiencies (see examples below) per floor from the
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above standards. If the Contractor corrects the deficiencies within 24 hours of
notification (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), no deductions and
liquidated damages shall be taken for the first 5 deficiencies per floor. If more
than 5 deficiencies per floor are found, or If the contractor fails to correct the 5
deficiencies per floor within 24 hours (or alternate schedule approved by the
PO), then a contract price deduction and liquidated damages shall be taken as
set forth below. A deduction in the amount of $773.00 for the semi-annual cost
shall be taken for deficiencies per floor.

Liquidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for Blinds
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $386.50 taken per floor.

Maior Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies for blinds. Each item counts as a
major deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire floor being deficient.
* Quarterly cleaning was not performed as scheduled.

Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a
major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for blind
cleaning. Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the number
of deficiencies for deductions.
* Blinds not cleaned.
* Dust on blinds:

11. HIGH CLEANING - Section C.2.2

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall clean surfaces and objects in the building which are more than 70"
above the floor level. This includes wall and ceiling areas and anything affixed to or
included in these surfaces. Drapes shall be vacuumed in place.

Performance Standards
By the 15h day after the start of each calendar quarter, surfaces shall be free of dust,
dirt, and water spots. The contractor shall be responsible for any damaged drapes in
cleaning. Any damaged drapes noted prior to cleaning shall be reported to the PO.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for High Cleaning
A. This service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or quarterly

QA inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see examples below), then a
deduction shall be assessed for each floor. A deduction in the amount of
$407.00 for the quarterly cleaning shall be taken for deficiencies per floor.
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OR
B. This service shall be considered deficient if a FIXIT/CLEANIT, Email, or

quarterly QA inspection reveals two deficiencies (see examples below) per floor
from the above standards. If the Contractor corrects the deficiencies within
24 hours of notification (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), no
deductions and liquidated damages shall be taken for the first two deficiencies
per floor. If more than two deficiencies per floor are found or if the contractor
fails to correct the two deficiencies per floor within 24 hours (or alternate
schedule approved by the PO), then a contract price deduction and liquidated
damages shall be taken as set forth below. A deduction in the amount of
$407.00 for the quarterly cleaning shall be taken for deficiencies per floor.

Liquidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for High
Cleaning
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $203.50 taken per floor.

Maior Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies for each floor. Each item counts as a
major deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire floor being deficient.
C Quarterly cleaning wasn't performed as scheduled.
* Drapes weren't vacuumed on one floor.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a

major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for blind
cleaning. Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the number
of deficiencies for deductions.

Drapes weren't vacuumed in a work station.
* Blinds have dust.
* Water spots on blinds.
* Dirty drapes.

12. COMPUTER CENTERS - OWFN 2 nd Floor and TWFN 5t Floor -
Section C.2.2

Performance Requirements
Underfloor plenum (Annually): The Contractor shall vacuum the entire concrete
underfloor plenum and remove dirt and debris. The underfloor plenum is approximately
742 square feet in OWFN and 4,800 square feet in TWFN. The Contractor shall take
precautions not to disturb any cables and wiring. Upon completion of the task, raised
flooring shall be securely reinstalled in the floor grid. The qontractor shall begin work
on a Saturday at 6:00 p.m. and work shall be completed no later than 12 noon the
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following day (Sunday). The Contractor shall give the PO seven (7) days advance
notification.

Raised floor (Quarterly): The Contractor shall sweep, vacuum and scrub the entire
raised floor area. The floor area in OWFN is approximately 742 square feet and 4,800
square feet in TWFN. The raised floor cleaning is to be performed during the same
weekend that the underfloor is cleaned. The Contractor shall begin work on a Saturday
at 6:00 p.m. and work shall be completed no later than 12 noon the following day
(Sunday). The Contractor shall provide the PO seven (7) work days advance
notification for performing this work.

Performance Standards - Annually
By the 1 5t' day after the beginning of the Base Year and each Option Year thereafter,
the floor shall be free of dirt, dust, and other foreign matter and work completed within
the time frame specified. The underfloor surface shall be free of dirt and dust. At least
five (5) days before starting work, contractor shall provide MSDS sheets to the PO for
any proposed cleaning products.

Performance Standards - Quarterly
By the 151 day after the beginning of each calendar quarter, the floor shall be free of
dirt, dust, and other foreign matter and work completed within the time frame specified.
Floor surface shall be free of dirt, marks, scuffs, and streaks. At least five (5) days
before starting work, contractor shall provide MSDS sheets to the PO for any proposed
cleaning products. No water shall leak to the underfloor and on wiring.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for Computer Room Cleaning
This service shall be considered deficient if a FIXIT/CLEANIT, Email, or quarterly QA
inspection reveals any deficiency exists (see examples below), then a deduction shall
be assessed for annual and/or quarterly cleaning. A deduction in the amount of
$981.00 for the annual cleaning shall be taken for deficiencies per floor. A deduction in
the amount of $643.00 for the quarterly cleaning shall be taken for deficiencies per
floor.

Liguidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for
Computer Room Cleaning
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $490.50 for the annual cleaning
and additional $321.50 for the quarterly cleaning shall be taken for deficiencies per
floor.

Examples of Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of deficiencies for the annual and
quarterly cleaning of the Computer Rooms. Each item counts as a deficiency and shall
be uded to deduct for the entire quarterly or annual cleaning.

Annual cleaning not performed as scheduled.
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* Quarterly cleaning not performed as scheduled.
* Entire under plenum not cleaned.
* All floor tiles not cleaned.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a

major deficiency.

13. RECYCLING - Section C.2.3
The Contractor shall perform Recycling Services necessary for the removal of
recyclable products from the White Flint North Complex in accordance with
requirements in Section C.2.3 of the Contract. All requirements in Section C.2.3 shall
be met.

A. Grade I and 11 Paper - Section C.2.3.A.

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall monitor and empty Grade I and 11 paper from the White

.Flint North Complex when the contents are M full or more and transport in
separate carts to the OWFN loading dock within the same day. All requirements
in Section C.2.3.A. shall be met.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, the Contractor shall ensure that
the paper recycling boxes are no more than Y2 full. The Contractor shall ensure
Grade I and 11 paper is emptied into separate carts and transported to the
OWFN loading dock within the same day. The contractor shall monitor the
condition of the boxes and replace any missing, defective, worn, or marked
boxes. The Contractor shall ensure that Grade I paper is placed in carts
separate from other paper grades.

B. Glass Bottles, Plastic and Aluminum Cans - Section C.2.3.B.

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall monitor and empty glass bottles, plastic and aluminum
cans from the White Flint North Complex in accordance with the requirements
specified in the Contract, Section C.2.3.B. The Contractor shall provide liners
for recycling containers, clean containers, and ensure that containers are
emptied when half full or more. All requirements in Section C.2.3.B. shall be
met

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, the Contractor shall ensure that
containers throughout the White Flint North Complec are no more than half full.
The Contractor shall ensure that liners are providedffor the containers and there
shall be no liquid drippings, food particles, dirt, or other foreign matter on the
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exterior or interior of the containers. products inside or near the containers after
the liners have been removed. Products are to be emptied in the appropriate
containers located on the OWFN P1 loading dock. Containers are to be
inspected daily for cleanliness and cleaned at a minimum of once per week.

C. Newspapers - Section C.2.3.C.

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall empty newspaper containers located on each floor in the
White Flint North Complex and transport to the OWFN P1 loading dock canvas
carts marked for Newspapers Only in accordance with the requirements
specified in the Contract, Section C.2.3.C. Containers shall be emptied when
they are % full or more. All requirements in Section C.2.3.C. shall be met.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, the Contractor shall ensure that
the newspaper containers are no more than Y2. full or more. The Contractor
shall ensure that newspapers are transported to the OWFN P1 loading dock
and placed in a cart marked for Newspapers Only. There shall be no loose
papers on the floor at the point of departure on the floors through the deposit on
the OWFN P1 loading dock.

D. Laser Toner Cartridges and Supplies - Section C.2.3.D.

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall monitor and empty used laser toner cartridges and supplies
from NRC-furnished containers located in the copy rooms weekly and transport
to the supply store in OWFN P-136 in accordance with the requirements in the
Contract, Section C.2.3.D. The boxes are to be inspected daily to determine if
the containers are half full or more and need to be emptied or if the containers
are worn or defective and need replacement The Contractor shall empty the
contents in the O-P1 supply room into containers specified by the NRC. All
requirements in Section C.2.3.D. shall be met.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, the Contractor shall ensure that
containers are no more than half full. The Contractor shall ensure that
containers are usable and not defective. When transporting used toner
cartridges and supplies, the Contractor shall ensure there are no loose items left
on the floor. The Contractor shall empty the supplies into containers

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Perfonnance for Recycling
A. This service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA

inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see examples below), then
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a deduction shall be assessed for the entire floor. A deduction in the
amount of $100.00 shall be taken for deficiencies per building.

OR
B. This service shall be considered deficient if a FIXIT/CLEANIT, Email, or

QA inspection reveals three deficiencies (see examples below) from the
above standards. If the Contractor corrects the deficiencies within one
hour of notification (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), no
deductions and liquidated damages shall be taken for the first three
deficiencies. If more than three deficiencies are found or if the
contractor fails to correct the three deficiencies within one hour (or
alternate schedule approved by the PO), then a contract price deduction
and liquidated damages shall be taken as set forth below. A deduction
in the amount of $100.00 shall be taken for deficiencies per building.

Liquidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for
Recyclina
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health,
safety, and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $50.00 taken per
building.

Major Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of Major deficiencies. Each item
counts as a major deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the each building
being deficient.
One-half of the recycle boxes on a floor weren't emptied (e.g., T-7h floor)
* All supply boxes on a floor weren't emptied (e.g., T-7th floor).
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be

considered a major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for each
building. Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the
number of deficiencies for deductions.
* Any recycle box 1A full not emptied.
* Any supply box % full not emptied.
* Bottles, plastic, and cans that are % full not emptied.
* Newspaper containers % full not emptied.
* Recycle paper and other products not separated in accordance with the

contract

14. TRASHIWASTE REMOVAL - Section C.2.4

Performance Requirements
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The Contractor shall furnish the necessary labor, equipment, materials, and supervision
to provide waste, debris removal, and disposal services for the White Flint North
Complex in accordance with requirements in Section C.2.4 of the Contract.

The Contractor shall provide compactors and containers as specified in the Contract,
Section C.2.4.C. The Contractor shall transport trash and debris collected to a certified
waste transfer facility. Equipment shall be in place and fully operational at the takeover
date of the Contract.

The Contractor shall ensure that the containers are removed and returned within the
time frames specified in the Contract, Section C.2.4.D.

The Contractor shall ensure the selection of a certified disposal facility and that trash
and debris shall be collected and transported to a certified waste transfer facility for the
purpose of manufacturing or recycling to the maximum extent available (Section
C.2.4.E.)

The Contractor shall provide the PO by 8:00 a.m. the following workday after disposal,
with a legible copy of the certification dump ticket with the information required in the
Contract, Section C.2.4.E.

Performance Standards

The Contractor shall ensure that vehicles and equipment are in compliance with safety
rules and ensure environmental quality assurance for vehicles, equipment, sanitation,
solid waste disposal, as specified in the Contract, Sections C.2.4.A. and C.2.4.B.

The Contractor shall ensure that the types and size of the compactors and containers
(as specified in the Contract, Section C.2.4.C. are provided for collecting trash and
debris and that a certified waste transfer facility is provided for transporting and
disposing of trash and waste as specified in the Contract, Section C.2.4.E., and that the
containers are removed and returned within the time frames specified in the Contract,
Section C.2.4.D.

The Contractor shall ensure that the compactors and containers are in place and fully
operational at the takeover date of the Contract. The Contractor shall ensure that the
equipment is emptied and returned within the time frame specified in the Contract,
Section C.2.4.D.

The Contractor shall ensure that the PO receives a copy of each dump ticket by 8:00
a.m. the following work day after dumping the containers at the disposal facility. See
Section C.2.4.E.

Dedluction for Unacceotable or Non-Performance for Trash)Waste Removal
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A. This service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA
inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see examples below), then a
deduction shall be assessed from the above standards. A deduction in the
amount of $156.00 for supplying compactor, $164.00 for emptying compactor;
and $25.00 for washing compactor, shall be taken for deficiencies for trash
removal.

OR
B. This service shall be considered deficient if a FIXIT/CLEANIT, Email, or QA

inspection reveals one deficiency (see examples below) from the above
standards. If the Contractor corrects the deficiency within two hours of
notification (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), no deductions and
liquidated damages shall be taken for the one deficiency. If more than one
deficiency is found or if the contractor fails to correct the one deficiency within
two hours (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), then a contract price
deduction and liquidated damages shall be taken as set forth below. A
deduction in the amount of $156.00 for supplying compactor, $164.00 for
emptying compactor; and $25.00 for washing compactor, shall be taken for
deficiencies for trash removal.

Liquidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for
Trash/Waste Removal
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $178.00 for supplying compactor,
$82.00 for emptying compactor; and $12.50 for washing compactor, taken for
deficiencies for trash removal.

Maior Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies. Each item counts as a major
deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire floor being deficient.
e Compactor not emptied.
* Not following applicable laws and regulations regarding sanitation and solid

waste.
* Not removing and returning compactor as scheduled in the contract.
* Not utilizing a certified disposal facility.
* Vehicles not in compliance with safety rules.
* Not using type and size of compactor as specified in contract.
* Compactor not operational.
* Not washing and deodorizing compactor at least twice a year.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a

major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for each floor.
Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the number of
deficiencies for deductions.
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* Dump tickets not provided by 8:00 a.m. the following workday.
* Debris left when compactor emptied and debris wasn't removed.
* Not returning compactor to the exact position where it left.

15. PEST CONTROL - Section C.2.7

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall adhere to requirements in the Contract, Section C.2.7 to ensure
that required services are performed that suppresses pests to the point where they are
not interfering with operations, destroying property, or adversely affecting health and
moral (The pest problem has been reduced to the point where they are no longer
obvious).

Pest control methods shall include surveillance, trapping, application of pesticides and
recommending structural and procedural modifications which establish physical barriers
to pest, and reduce the food, water, and harborage available to them inside the White
Flint North Complex, garages, and grounds.

Performance Standards
The Contractor shall conduct an initial inspection to evaluate the pest control needs of
the premises and discuss these needs with the PO.

The Contractor shall provide a detailed Integrated Pest Management (IPM) program for
the White Flint North Complex, garages and grounds.

The Contractor shall monitor, inspect, and identify pest infested zones and make
objective assessments of pest population levels and methods to suppress the pests.
The Contractor shall maintain a complete and accurate pest management log.

The Contractor shall provide only qualified pest management personnel with adequate
experience in the conduct of IPM program.

The Contractor shall observe safety precautions throughout the performance of this
contract.

The Contractor shall minimize the use of synthetic organic pesticides wherever
possible. Pesticides used by the Contractor must be registered with the EPA and
appropriate State and/or local jurisdiction

The Contractor shall pick up and dispose of pest carcasses in or around the buildings
listed in this contract within 24 hours of being notified by P0.

Deduction for UnacceDtable or Non-Performance for Pest Control
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A. Pest Control services shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or
QA inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see examples below), then a
deduction shall be assessed from the above standards. A deduction in the
amount of $183.00 for failure to perform IPM and $111.00 for service calls shall
be taken for deficiencies for pest control deficiencies.

OR
B. Pest Control services shall be considered deficient if a FIXIT/CLEANIT, Email,

or QA inspection reveals two deficiencies (see examples below) from the above
standards. If the Contractor corrects the two deficiencies within 24 hours of
notification (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), no deductions and
liquidated damages shall be taken for the first two deficiencies. If more than two
deficiencies are found, or if the contractor fails to correct the two deficiencies
within the 24 hours (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), then a contract
price deduction and liquidated damages shall be taken. A deduction in the
amount of $183.00 for failure to perform IPM and $111.00 for service calls shall
be taken for deficiencies for pest control deficiencies.

Liquidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for Pest
Control
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $91.50 for failure to perform IPM
and $55.50 for service calls taken for deficiencies for pest control deficiencies.

Maior Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies. Each item counts as a major
deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire floor being deficient.
* IPM program not provided.
* Not using safety precautions.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a

major deficiency. -

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for each floor.
Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the number of
deficiencies for deductions.
* ~Not informing PO of pest control treatments.
* Not monitoring, inspecting and identifying pests.
* Not providing reporting requirements to the PO for pest control.

16. INCIDENTAL CUSTODIAL TASKS - Section C.2.6.1

Performance Requirements I
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The Contractor shall complete Incidental Custodial Tasks (ICT) in accordance with the
instructions detailed on the FIXIT/CLEANIT service request system or as directed by
the P0 in accordance with the Contract, Section C.2.8.1.

Performance Standards
Work shall be completed within the time frame described on the FIXIT/CLEANIT
request or PO direction. The incidental custodial tasks shall consist of a variety of
custodial related services similar to those basic service requirement set forth in the
contractor. Work shall be performed in accordance with the standards described in
other parts of the exhibit.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for ICTs
A. This service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA

inspection reveals a major discrepancy exists (see examples below) from the
above standards. A deduction in the amount of $315.00 shall be taken for
deficiencies for individual ICTs.

OR
B. This service shall be considered deficient if a FIXIT/CLEANIT, Email, or QA

inspection reveals one discrepancy (see examples below) from the above
standards. If the Contractor corrects the discrepancy within two hours of
notification (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), no deductions and
liquidated damages shall be taken for the first deficiency. If more than one
deficiency is found, or if the contractor fails to correct the one deficiency within
one hour (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), then a contract price
deduction and liquidated damages shall be taken as set forth below. A
deduction in the amount of $315.03 shall be taken for deficiencies for individual
ICTs.

Liquidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for ICTs
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $157.50 taken per ICT.

Maior Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies. Each item counts as a major
deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire ICT.
* No action on an ICT.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a

major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for each ICT.
Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the number of
deficiencies for deductions.
* Not providing number and qualified personnel.
* Not providing adequate equipment and supplies.
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17. AUDITORIUM AND CONFERENCE ROOM SET-UPS - Section C.2.6.2

Parfo....a.cc Requihemenths
The Contractor shall complete tasks in accordance with the instructions detailed on the
FIXIT/CLEANIT service request system, Email FIXIT/CLEANIT from the Administrative
Services Center, or as directed by the PO in accordance with the Contract, Section
C.2.8.2.

The contractor shall provide set-up arrangements in the White Flint North Complex
conference rooms, OWFN Commission Meeting Rooms, TWFN Auditorium, TWFN
Atrium, TWFN Exhibit area, and TWFN Cafeteria in accordance with Contract
requirements, Section C.2.8.2.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m.) of each workday, the contractor shall ensure that all the
White Flint North Complex conference rooms, OWFN Commission Meeting Rooms,
OWFN Public Hearing Room, TWFN Auditorium, TWFN Stage and Ramp, TWFN
Atrium, TWFN Exhibit area, and TWFN Cafeteria shall be re-set each night to the
established configuration provided in the contract or by the PO. The contractor shall
notify the Administrative Services Center of any missing tables, chairs or other
problems affecting the use of facilities.

The Contractor shall ensure that set-ups include arrangement and/or placement of
chairs and tables, overhead projectors, easels and flip charts and opening and closing
of movable partitions.

The Contractor shall ensure that special set-up requirements and dates and times
when work must be completed shall be provided to the contractor by the Administrative
Services Center staff or the Project Officer

The contractor shall ensure that the auditorium storage room and closets are
maintained clean, orderly and locked except when accessing for set-ups or cleaning.

The Contractor shall set up the handicapped ramp for outside events on the Green.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for Auditorium/Conference
Room Setups
A. This service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA

inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see examples below) from the
above standards, then a deduction shall be assessed. A deduction in the
amount of $25.00 for auditorium/special setups and $7.00 for routine
conference room setups shall be taken for deficiencies.

OR
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B. This service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA
inspection reveals two deficiencies exist (see examples below) from the above
standards. If the Contractor corrects the deficiencies within 30 minutes (or
alternate schedule approved by the PO), no deductions and liquidated damages
shall be taken for these two deficiencies. If more than two deficiencies are
found, or if the contractor fails to correct the two deficiencies within 30 minutes
(or alternate schedule approved by the PO), then a contract price deduction and
liquidated damages shall be taken as set forth below. A deduction in the
amount of $25.00 for auditorium/special setups and $7.00 for routine
conference room setups shall be taken for deficiencies.

Liquidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactorv Performance
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $12.50 for auditorium/special
setups and $3.50 for routine conference room setups shall be taken for deficiencies.

Major Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies. Each item counts as a major
deficiency and shall be used to deduct for all setups.
* Auditorium not setup.
* Conference Room not setup.
* Special events not setup.
* No action on FIXIT/CLEANITs or Email FIXIT/CLEANITs for setups in a

particular room.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a

major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies. Each item
counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the number of deficiencies for
deductions
* Missing table or chair.
* Not setting up easel, overhead projector, or flip chart.
* Not opening or closing partition.

18. WINDOW WASHING - Section C.2.6.3

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall perform window washing services semiannually. Surfaces shall
be cleaned on both sides of interior and exterior windows, including glass over the
exterior vestibule doors, atrium, entrances, lobbies, vestibules, uLink" connector, and
the guard and parking booths.

Performance Standards
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By December 31, 2004, and June 30, 2005, of the Base Year and on those dates of
the Option Years, the interior and exterior glass shall be clean and free of dirt, grime,
streaks, and excessive moisture and shall not be cloudy. Window sashes, sills,
woodwork, and other surroundings of interior glass shall be wiped free of drippings and
other watermarks.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for Window Washing
A. This service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA

inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see examples below) from the
above standards, then a deduction shall be assessed. A deduction in the
amount of $2101.00 shall be taken for deficiencies per floor.

OR
B. This service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA

inspection reveals two deficiencies exist (see examples below) from the above
standards. If the Contractor corrects the deficiencies within 24 hours (or
alternate schedule approved by the PO), no deductions and liquidated damages
shall be taken for these two deficiencies. If more than two deficiencies are
found, or if the contractor fails to correct the two deficiencies within 24 hours (or
alternate schedule approved by the PO), then a contract price deduction and
liquidated damages shall be taken as set forth below. A deduction in the
amount of $2101.00 shall be taken for deficiencies per floor.

Liquidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for Window
Washing
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $1050.50 taken per floor.

Maior Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies. Each item counts as a major
deficiency and shall be used to deduct for an entire floor being deficient.
e % of a floor - windows not cleaned.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a

major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies for each floor.
Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the number of
deficiencies for deductions per floor.
* Window not cleaned.
* Link window not cleaned.
* Lobby glass not cleaned.
* Balcony window not cleaned.
* Atrium window not cleaned. '
* Glass not cleaned on both sides.
* Guard booth not cleaned.
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* Parking booth not cleaned.
18. TWFN FITNESS CENTER AND OWFN JOGGERS SHOWER -

Sections C.2.6.4

Performance Requiremenga
The Contractor shall perform requirements separately listed under Section C.2.2
Custodial Services cleaning and this Attachment 1 for the TWFN Fitness Center and
OWFN Joggers Shower. Cleaning shall be performed at night with the exception of
restocking supplies, cleaning service calls, restrooms, and showers, and the twice
daytime cleaning to be performed between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. and
again between 1:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. in the TWFN Fitness Center.

Performance Standards
By the beginning (6:00 a.m. for nighttime cleaning) of each workday and by 3:00 p.m.
(for daytime cleaning) each workday, the Contractor shall ensure that the restrooms are
free of dirt, debris, smudges, marks, and fully stocked with supplies.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for Fitness Center and Joggers
Shower
A. This service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or PA

inspection reveals a major deficiency exists (see examples below) from the
above standards, then a deduction shall be assessed. A deduction in the
amount of $76.00 shall be taken for deficiencies per restroom.

OR
B. This service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA

inspection reveals two deficiencies exist (see examples below) from the above
standards. If the Contractor corrects the deficiencies within 24 hours (or
alternate schedule approved by the PO), no deductions and liquidated damages
shall be taken for these two deficiencies. If more than two deficiencies are
found, or if the contractor fails to correct the two deficiencies within 24 hours (or
alternate schedule approved by the PO), then a contract price deduction and
liquidated damages shall be taken as set forth below. A deduction in the
amount of $76.00 shall be taken for deficiencies per restroom.

Liquidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for Fitness
Center and Joggers Shower
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $38.00 taken per restroom.

Maior Deficiencies
The following are examples of Major deficiencies. Each item counts as a major
deficiency and shall be used to deduct for the entire Fitness Center or Joggers Shower.
e All shower stalls are dirty in one restroom.

All mats are dirty in one restroom.
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* No supplies in one restroom.
* No daytime cleaning performed in one restroom.
* Floor not cleaned in one restroom.
* Failure to respond to FIXI TCLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a

major deficiency.

Other Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies per restroom.
Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the number of
deficiencies for deductions per restroom.
* Baseboard dirty.
* Floor around stall partition dirty.
* Floor under sink counter dirty.
* Floor under toilet bowl dirty .
* Sink dirty.
* Toilet dirty.
* Urinal dirty.
* Toilet fixture dirty.
* Door threshold dirty.
* Door dirty.
* Stall door dirty.
* Trash receptacle not emptied.
* Sanitary napkin trash receptacle not emptied.
* Wood panel not cleaned.
* Wood surface not cleaned.
* Shower stall dirty.
* Shower mat dirty.
* No soap in a shower stall.
* No soap in sink.
* Walls dirty.
* Paper towel dispenser empty.
* Toilet paper roll empty.
* Seat cover dispenser empty.
* Sanitary napkins/sanitary supplies empty.
* Each item in each stall counts as a single deficiency.

20. DELIVERABLES

Performance Requirements
The Contractor shall submit deliverables to the PO by the due dates required in the
contract The deliverables consist of reports that are required to ensure that the
Contractor meets the requirements in the SOW.

Performance Standards
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The Contractor shall ensure that deliverables are typed, include the required
information which shall be accurate, and are submitted on time.

Deduction for Unacceptable or Non-Performance for Deliverables
This service shall be considered deficient if an Email from the PO or QA inspection
reveals one deficiency exists (see examples below) from the above standards. If the
Contractor corrects the deficiency within one hour (or alternate schedule approved by
the PO), no deductions and liquidated damages shall be taken for the one deficiency.
If more than one deficiency is found, or if the contractor fails to correct the one
deficiency within one hour (or alternate schedule approved by the PO), then a contract
price deduction and liquidated damages shall be taken as set forth below. A deduction
in the amount of $40.00 for daily reports and $100.00 for other periodic reports shall be
assessed for the failure to provide documents within the time frame specified in the
contract unless an alternate schedule has been approved by the PO. No deductions
shall be assessed if deficiencies are corrected within one hour. A deduction will be
assessed for each report.

Liquidated Damages for Unacceptable or Unsatisfactory Performance for
Deliverables
For unacceptable or non-performance of services relating to employee health, safety,
and sanitation, the deduction shall be an additional $20.00 for daily and $50.00 for
other periodic reports for failure to provide documents within the time frame specified in
the Contract unless an alternate schedule has been approved by the PO.

Example of Deficiencies
The following are examples (but not limited to) of individual deficiencies per restroom.
Each item counts as a deficiency and shall be used to calculate the number of
deficiencies for deductions per restroom.
e Periodic Cleaning Schedule.
* Integrated Pest Management Plan.
* Daily Work Completion Reports.
* Plan of the Day.
* Work Request Tracking and Closeout Report.
* Failure to respond to FIXIT/CLEANITs in the time frame shall be considered a

major deficiency.
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